Written Public Comments Submitted for CRC Special Meeting (12/12/2021)

Agenda
Item

Name

Position

6.a.

Andrea
Valcourt

Other

6.a.

Andrew
Lippa

Oppose

6.a.

Angela
Bernier

Other

Comments

I would like to see the Beach Cities, Hermosa/Manhattan/Hermosa, stay in District 4.
We have many things in common with each other and the surrounding cities. We
have built legislative connections and would not like to see this work dismissed and
the beach cities have to start anew. We are a close knit community that works for
the local good of all the area cities. Thank you.
Oppose the map as is unless you make the following changes. Move the Beach Cities
back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in common with Torrance, PV
Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown. Move Lynwood, Florence, and
Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now) from the proposed District 4
map under consideration.
Favor Map B-4 - Map B4 is the best choice for the county as well as communities of
interest in the South Bay and Beach Cities. The South Bay has a harbor, beach, and
other coastal issues that impact the area which are reflected in map B4.

Comments
Received

Attachment

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Oppose Map F-3 - Combining Downtown Los Angeles with the South Bay makes no
sense and will undermine our representation in Los Angeles County.
6.a.

Assata Umoja

Favor

Map F-1 and 81
Hello and thank you for reading my comments:
I would only approve Map F3 with the following changes...

6.a.

Bryan Kahrs

Oppose

Please move the beach cities back into District 4 and exchange for more traditional
areas closer to downtown for District 2. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Likewise, the communities of District 2 have much more in common with the areas
closer to downtown than the beach cities. This is rather obvious and a simple
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change that will greatly enhance the goal of matching common communities of
interest and greatly improve this map, as well as minimize changes from the current
District lines.
Unnecessary changes for both District 2 and District 4 can be eliminated with these
simple tweaks.
Thank you for your time.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

6.a.

Candace
Nafissi

Other

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

6.a.

Cherokeelar
ODea

Other

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
My name is Cherokee-lar O'Dea and my family has been community activists for
over six decades in Chatsworth Lake Manor unincorporated LA County. We are
sponsored by the 5th District for our Rural Town Council and I'm confident that we
are one of if not the smallest Town in LA County. We only have 600 homes here and
we are feeling extremely overlooked by this Commission. Chatsworth Lake Manor
community is mission to preserve open space and increase fire prevention and we
belong in district 5 where we have more similarities. Please take into account that as
3 generations of activities supporting our small town we would appreciate some
acknowledgement for our charismatic eclectic artists Town. And that we do not
identify with the urban sector of Los Angeles.
We have our Official Rual Town Council, a new fire prevention program beginning in
a few weeks. This redistricting moving us out of the Fifth District would force us to
start all over and throw away over 50 years of activism and to not have our concerns
heard by the commission is sad and offensive. Ad a community it is hurtful to listen
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to the commissioner laughing about the relationship between Santa Susannah,
Woolsey and Porter Ranch. CHATSWORTH LAKE MANOR IS ITS OWN TOWN AND WE
IDENTIFY WITH THE 5TH DISTRICT. We are not like Woolsey Canyon nor are we like
Porter Ranch. Thank you
Thank you commissioners for your hard work in this process. My name is Cindy
Donis and I am a resident/stakeholder of Supervisorial District 1. I grew up in South
East LA and currently reside in South Gate. Thank you for moving forward with the F
series map, this map is closer to the representation of Los Angeles County. With
some modifications to this map and by working together we can accomplish a map
that serves Los Angeles County.
6.a.

6.a.

6.a.

Cindy J Donis

Emie L
Fenton

Eric Dunlap

Other

SELA community members have turned out consistently throughout this process and
have requested multiple times to be kept whole. A message the commission has
responded to and supported. Now in order to accommodate the Beach Cities, Map
108 and other commissioner comments are discussing breaking up SELA and moving
parts of it like Florence-Firestone and Walnut Park into SD2. Do not make this last
minute change after months of public testimony from SELA communities. Please
respect SELA and keep it whole.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Oppose
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

Other

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Recommend the unincorporated community of Florence-Firestone (FlorenceGraham) remain in the Second District. Unincorporated communities should remain
in the same district where possible because they do not have mayors or city council
members and County departments provide municipal services.
Additionally, Florence-Firestone is a community of interest with South LA, and
communities west of the Alameda Corridor should remain together.
3

6.a.

Ernest K Lee

Favor

We in Chinatown and the Chinese and AAPI communities really appreciate the
commission members hard work and diligence in the past months. We urge you to
adopt Map F-4 as the final product and move forward. Once again, thank you very
much.

6.a.

Eunice Song

Favor

We support approval of map F-4

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

View
attachment

12/12/2021

n/a

Please take the opportunity to improve Map F-4 by listening to voices of SELA and
the Gateway Cities and keep them intact and together. Otherwise, this Commission
stands on the precipice of inviting a Voting Rights Act challenge should it adopt a
map today that dilutes either SD1 or SD4 such that Latino CVAP will be less than
50%. The Commission would snatch defeat from the jaws of victory by rejecting at
least one map placed before it, Map 101, which simply by respecting communities
of interest such as SELA and the Gateway Cities, creates in the process VRAcompliant districts in 1 and 4 with 50% Latino CVAP. The three “Gingles factors”
prerequisite for a Section 2 violation are patently inherent in Map 101’s SD4, in
which Latinos as a group are:

6.a.

Frank
Cardenas

Oppose

(1) “sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority in a singlemember district;”
(2) “politically cohesive,” i.e., tends to vote as a bloc; and
(3) “the majority votes sufficiently as a bloc to enable it - in the absence of special
circumstances . . . usually to defeat the minority’s preferred candidate.”
A close examination of the application of the Senate Report factors used by courts in
applying the Gingles test to a particular area shows that LA County, and the
southeast SELA / Gateway Cities in particular, easily align with the Senate Report
factors. While this Commission’s out-of-state Voting Rights counsel may downplay
the litigation risk the Commission now faces, rest assured that the application of
Gingles in LA County is well understood in the same Los Angeles Federal Court in
which the Garza v. County of Los Angeles case was decided. Indeed, this Commission
is setting the stage for Garza Part II.
Especially alarming is the presumably well-intentioned effort to add white-majority
areas such as Redondo Beach and Hermosa Beach to SD4, thereby further diluting
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Latino voting strength. The law is clear – adding majority areas (especially at the lt
minute) where a majority-minority district can be created, is a determinant under
Section 2 analysis. And intent to dilute protected groups is not required for a VRA
violation to be found. This last-minute interest in adding majority areas to SD 4 is
also remarkably similar to the machinations of Kern County officials when they were
found to have violated the VRA with such last-minute maneuvering in California’s
most recent VRA case Luna v. County of Kern 291 F. Supp. 3d 1088 (E.D. Cal. 2018).

6.a.

G P Suddeth

Other

6.a.

GENA OOI

Other

6.a.

Greg Diete

Oppose

6.a.

Henry Fung

Favor

You can create an exciting future for the County by adhering to communities of
interest while respecting and not diluting minority voices in districts 1, 2 and 4.
In my view, map F-4 has useable aspects, but goes astray when it proposes to move
Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park from their current placement (in District 2) into
District 4. Likewise, the proposal to move the beach Cities out of District 4, which is
proposed as a result of the plans to move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park into
District 4, would be a disservice to all residents of both areas who would, in the
future, be deprived the good representation on the Board of Supervisors they
currently enjoy.
We would like Hacienda Heights to keep it under 4th District. I believe Supervisor
Hahn has done a great job helping and working together with the community. She
never too busy to take care of the community needs in this area. She is well capable
to include the East San Gabriel Valley area especially in Hacienda Heights and
Rowland Heights.
Our family supports keeping Superintendent Janis Hahn as the Representative in our
district.
She has served members of this district fairly and energetically for many years and
the South Bay should be treated fairly by this redistributing panel. Signed…
Redondo Beach resident for over 40 years.
In addition to the fact that maps 106/107 were sprung on people at the last minute,
with none of the communities of interest or jurisdictions asked to comment about
whether they wanted to be moved (i.e. West Hollywood) I would also note that for
an undisclosed reason commissioner Holtzman decided to split the Cal Poly campus.
The Cal Poly campus has both incorporated and unincorporated areas and it is
imperative that the entire Cal Poly campus be in one district and the same district
which Pomona is in. It causes tremendous problems in coordination and
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12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

representation and is much more salient an issue than the 15 acres of the Fairplex in
La Verne which an entire 5,000 people were moved for. Please, no more last minute
surprises. Thank you.
Overall I think F-4 with the minor change to revert La Verne to the way it always has
been in SD 5 is good. It is not perfect, outstanding, or excellent. It has many
compromises. If there was an additional month some of these changes different
interest groups want could be further explored. But it is much better than the
existing (2011) map and is rational and can be explained.
I would object to moving the Beach Cities back to SD 4. First off, the only section
that could move uncontroversially back to SD 2 would be Florence-Firestone, which
is currently in SD 4. Keeping Florence Firestone in SD 2 would keep an existing
community of interest to the north and south of Watts and the Historic South
Central district of Los Angeles.

6.a.

Henry Fung

Favor

But that would only balance out Redondo Beach - it is too much deviation to
accommodate Redondo and Hermosa, let alone Redondo, Hermosa, and Manhattan
Beach. Commissioner Franklin has repeatedly wanted Wilmington to be with San
Pedro in SD 4. You could possibly move Harbor City, Harbor Pines, and Lomita from
SD 4 to 2, along with Walnut Park, and create this district. It should be noted that no
one from Lomita nor Harbor City would have been consulted about this change. It
will meet the 10% absolute deviation (barely), but creates even more of a "U" that
Co-Chair Mayeda has continually objected to.
Secondly, the Beach Cities are an area of high affluence and socioeconomic status.
Collectively, they will help balance out SD 2. Adding more affluent people to SD 4
will further dilute the influence of the Latinos in SD 4. Already SD 4 is falling below
the 50% majority threshold for CVAP, although your attorney has stated that should
not be a criteria. Making these changes would drop Latino CVAP from 49.25% to
46.37% (although it increases Black CVAP in SD 2 to 30.90% due to a relatively large
Black population in Harbor City and Lomita).
One positive of map F-4 as submitted is that no COG is split into more than three
supervisors. South Bay COG is in SD 2 and 4, San Gabriel Valley COG is in SD 1 and 5,
6

12/11/2021

n/a

and Gateway COG is mostly in SD 4 with the exception of Pico Rivera, Industry, and
Commerce in SD 1. San Fernando Valley COG is in SD 3 and 5 and Westside COG is in
SD 2 and 3. Any ideas like the "Entertainment District" in Map 101 would split COGs
up into three pieces, which I strenuously object to (in this instance Westside COG
with 2, 3, and 5 - see westsidecities.org/about-us-1 for Westside COG map). The
commission already made its intent known when it moved Hacienda and Rowland
Heights out of SD 4 into SD 1.

6.a.

Hui Wang

Oppose

6.a.

Ildiko Krall

Oppose

6.a.

Ina Barish

Oppose

6.a.

Ireh Yoon

Favor

6.a.

James
Crawford

Oppose

On balance, the clock is ticking and it is important to turn something in before the
deadline. I would urge the commission to revert the last minute change to La Verne
and otherwise submit F-4 as is. Thank you.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I am opposed to approval of the current map. It should be far from final. While I
understand that the commission faces tremendous challenges with this task, I urge
the board to consider the marina/coastal cities as an interest that needs to be kept
together. The marinas ARE a community of interest. Marina del Rey has been the
purview of District 4 for years and years. It is a cash cow for the county and the
home of sensitive environmental areas and wildlife. It should not be lumped with
areas with vastly different issues and interests. I support all the people of color who
spoke at public comment asking for their interests to remain together. It serves
neither the marina communities or POC to lump them together in an artificial way.
F4 needs further revision. I recommend revisiting B2.
I support approval of map F-4.
Draft Map F4 has serious problems and disenfranchises the Beach Cities for no
logical reason. It separates communities of interest and rolls them into a different
district with little common local concerns. I am at a loss to understand why this was
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12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

done by the commission.
From the written public comments submitted by another individual (Mr Henry Fung)
it appears there may be other motives behind this blatant change.
This following paragraph was noted in Mr. Fung’s comments and would undoubtably
be considered Unconstitutional.
“Secondly, the Beach Cities are an area of high affluence and socioeconomic status.
Collectively, they will help balance out SD 2. Adding more affluent people to SD 4
will further dilute the influence of the Latinos in SD 4. Already SD 4 is falling below
the 50% majority threshold for CVAP, although your attorney has stated that should
not be a criteria. Making these changes would drop Latino CVAP from 49.25% to
46.37% (although it increases Black CVAP in SD 2 to 30.90% due to a relatively large
Black population in Harbor City and Lomita)”
Please Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more
in common with Torrance, PV Peninsula, San Pedro and Long Beach than parts of
downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the major problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

6.a.

Jim Light

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

6.a.

John Leonard

Favor

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
The City of West Hollywood supports the latest revised map. The City opposes any
changes to the map that moves the City out of District 3. The City has historically
been located in District 3 with other westside cities such as Beverly Hills and Santa
Monica. The westside cities are all a part of the Westside Cities Council of
8

Governments and work collaboratively on regional issues. For these reasons it is
important for West Hollywood to be in the same district as the other westside cities.
Crafting FAIRPLEX in Pomona into one Supervisor District enhances community
concerns of community of interest social and environmental concerns. It enhances
accountability and transparency but leveraging authority into one elected official
not two. It helps in the jump starting the economic Engine in the Surroundings
community . Crafting University of La Vern out of Supervor District into the First
Supervisor District brings together two economic institutions into one orbit Cal Poly
Pomona and University of La Vern. Modify the current map by crafting in the
Weymouth Water Treatment Plant at the eastern southern tip in Supervisor District
5 which is located in La Vern to unmute the voices of the Latin x population concerns 12/12/2021
of the Latin x population that have not been inclusive in the water issues concern of
the Latin x population of pollution and lack of resources to solve water quality
issues. Crafting the southern tip of La Vern which has a small pocket of Latin x
population muted over generations by the power structure politics at La Vern City
hall enhances this voice in a Fiftth Supervisor District that’s being considered for
adoption that will preserve the status quo of Supervisor District 5 by diluting the
Hispanic Community and packing Supervisor District Five with precise crafting out
the Hispanic and Afro American community to preserve their status quo.

6.a.

John Mendoz

Favor

6.a.

John
Mendoza

Other

-

12/11/2021

n/a

Other

It’s a early XMass bonus for Supervisors District 1 as at the Easter Tip of San Gabriel
Valley in Pomona the University of La Vern and parcel of land belonging to La Vern
at the FAIRPLEX was crafted in Supervisor District 1 which ax’s out Supervisor
Kathryn Barrger. The work being along Arrow Highway by La Vern and the proposed
bridge connecting La Ver are spoils of Redistricting L.A. County. Pledged by problems
recently with the illegal car sales of 10,000 vehicles and diesel traffic pollution from
trucks transporting vehicles to FAIRPLEX it makes sense to have 1 representative on
the Board of Supervisors to tackle the social problems and Split the City of La Vern.
FAIRPLEX and L.A. County partnership in bringing in the COVID-19 testing in close
proximity to La Vern can not be diluted. There are a large community of Latin x
population in La Vern in the area being crafted into
Supervisor District 1 would may have the tools to vote in a candidate of choice with
their Latin x community members in the city of Pomona.

12/11/2021

n/a

6.a.

John
Mendoza
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n/a

6.a.

John
Mendoza

Oppose

6.a.

John
Mendoza

Oppose

6.a.

Juan
Hernandez

Favor

Not opposed to maps but the process of 1 special interest group crafting maps after
each meeting and submitting to the Independent Redistricting Commission. Some
maps are crafted out in Right field which crack and different nationalities. Adding
insult the commission tried to approve maps December 11, 2021 when communities
and community of interest were being displace. Had it not been one commission
member who had to attend a funeral the maps would of been on the desk of the
County Register of Voters being stamped with the seal of approval.
Pandering to Special interest groups who sit back a craft maps for Redistricting L.A.
County Supervisor District are not was to conduct the business of the people. Nor is
making Swift changes to maps at the last moment or shifting complete cities out of
one Supervisor District like 5 as what happened to Azusa Hispanic City and
selectively crafting Azusa into Supervisor District 1 is suspicious and creates the
public perception commission members are trying to preserve the current status
quo of Supervisor District 5. MALDEF original map far exceeds the maps being
considered by the Redistricting Commission because it focused on communities
historicaly not EU being able to elect a candidate of Choice too crafting maps based
and centered on Economic Engines which was not the intention of Richard Lara a
LatinX legislator who crafted the Redistricting Commission legislation. Cities like La
Very who have a LatinX population historicaly excluded from City Hall will finally be
able to elect a candidate of Choice in the 1st Supervisor District but the Economic
Engine of FAIRPLEX and La Vern University will be crafted out of 5 and into the 1st
Supervisor District. Yeahh
Hello commissioners, my name is Juan Carlos and I am a longtime resident of SD1. I
want to begin by thanking you for your hard work during this process.
The F series map is closer to the representation of Los Angeles county and for this I
thank you, but I also ask that modifications be made to this map to better represent
the people of our county. Specifically I ask that Commerce and Montebello stay in
SD1 as they currently are because we share various cultural commonalities in
addition to similar immigrant class struggles and beliefs around our community’s
success.
I ask you today to recognize the Black voices that have entered these spaces and to
listen to them in reference to SD2. As others have noted SD2 is underpopulated,
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12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

grouping them with communities that do not share the same beliefs will have vastly
negative effects on Black resident’s ability to advocate for themselves. Move the
wetlands from SD2 and bring in similar communities like Wilshire, Palms, Culver City,
and or Skid Row that would more closely reflect SD2’s struggles and goals as well as
alleviate the high concentration in SD3.
Thank you in advance for your vote to adopt Map F-3 - I urge you to adopt this map
for Chinatown and its existing partners in the area.
6.a.

Julie Rico

Favor

The community members are stalwart people of immeasurable contribution to the
fabric of the city of Los Angeles.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Thank you for your time and good efforts. I am sure you will decide on the correct
side of this conversation.
Hello and thank you for reading my comments:
I would only approve Map F3 with the following changes...
Please move the beach cities back into District 4 and exchange for more traditional
areas closer to downtown for District 2. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
6.a.

Julie Rose

Oppose

Likewise, the communities of District 2 have much more in common with the areas
closer to downtown than the beach cities. This is rather obvious and a simple
change that will greatly enhance the goal of matching common communities of
interest and greatly improve this map, as well as minimize changes from the current
District lines.
Unnecessary changes for both District 2 and District 4 can be eliminated with these
simple tweaks.

6.a.

Karen C
Montgomery

Thank you for your time.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Other
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Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

6.a.

kathryn h
dunbabin

Oppose

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Consider switching Beach Cities back to District 4. There is a long history of common
concerns and collaboration regarding health, homelessness and affordable housing
with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach.. and balance this shift by moving
Florence, Lynwood and Walnut Park back into District 2.

12/12/2021

n/a

Map b-2

12/12/2021

n/a

Maps F-1 and Map G

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Thank you for your support and consideration of this shift...and please adopt this
change to F4 today.
6.a.
6.a.
6.a.

6.a.

Kathryn
Welsh
Kathryn
Welsh
Kelly K
Herold

Leighton M
Anderson

Favor
Oppose
Other

Do not carve up Shadow Hills, LVT, La Tuna Canyon, etc. This is ridiculous. Go with
Map F-3.
As an elected board member of the Whittier Union High School District,
representing Whittier, Santa Fe Springs, and parts of Norwalk and Pico Rivera, I urge
you to keep these communities together. The only map that does this is Map F-3
As Gateways cities, we are much more closely aligned with our neighbors, from
Whittier in the north to Long Beach and San Pedro in the South.

Other
The Gateway cities should all be kept together. School districts in all these cities
work together with cities and local organizations on regional projects to address
homelessness and supporting each other in serving our mutual constituents. We
have benefitted from common representation.
I request the Commission reject map B-4 and approve map F-3
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6.a.

Lisa
Youngworth

Oppose

6.a.

Martha
Pettigrew

Other

Current map is unacceptable. I would only approve Map F4 with the following
changes. Move the Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much
more in common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of
downtown. Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are
there now) from the proposed District 4 map under consideration. This change will
correct the current problems with Map F-4.

12/12/2021

n/a

Favor Map B-2. Oppose Maps F-1 and G

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Many thanks for the Commission’s hard work getting us this far. I conditionally
approve of this new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are moved back to
District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2.
The Beach Cities have few common interests or concerns with District 2 - primarily a
South LA and downtown district. Likewise, District 2 residents have expressed
concern with being included into the Beach Cities, as they do not feel properly
aligned with the Beach Cities concerns. This is one of the few misses of this final
map under consideration.

6.a.

Mayor Bill
Brand

Favor

In exchange for Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach being moved
back into District 4, one proposal that would balance the population shift and
reduce the deviation is to move Florence, Walnut Park and Lynwood back into
District 2. These areas are much better aligned with the downtown areas directly
adjacent than the rest of District 4.
Note: Not included in this shift is El Segundo as it is not part of the Beach Cities
Health District or the Blue Zones initiative as was suggested by one of the
Commissioners, but merely shares one bus route with the rest of the beach cities.
Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
exchange for these or similarly sized Southeast LA areas being moved back into
District 2 will greatly improve map F-4.
Thanks again!
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6.a.

Nicolas Lippa

Oppose

6.a.

Pamela
Agustin
Anguiano

Favor

Oppose Map as currently configured. Please make the following changes. Move the
Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in common with
Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown. Move Lynwood,
Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now) from the
proposed District 4 map under consideration.
My name is Pamela Agustin and I am a community organizer in Supervisorial District
1. Thank you for moving forward with Map F, which with very small modifications
can truly reflect an LA County map of communities grouped by shared histories and
interests.
Commissioners, since the summer you have witnessed a strong presence of
community stakeholders who have shared their redistricting priorities with you
despite the engagement challenges that the pandemic has brought by taking
community engagement ino the virtual sphere. Please do not ignore their input and
keep their communities whole. Please keep South East LA communities whole and
under District 4 and keep Commerce and Montebello as part of Supervisorial District
1.

12/12/2021

View
attachment

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

View
attachment

12/11/2021

n/a

Thank you for moving forward with the F series map. With these modifications and
the input by the People’s Bloc, this map can be a map that is more representative of
Los Angeles County.
6.a.

Pat Allinson

Oppose

See attached comments re changes needed to Map F4
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

6.a.

robin S
Eisenberg

Other

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 from the proposed
District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
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6.a.

Sallie B
Cintron

Favor

Many thanks for the Commission's hard work getting us this far. I conditionally
approve of the new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are moved back to
District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2. The Beach Cities
have few common interests or concerns with District 2, primarily a South LA and
downtown district. Likewise, District 2 residents have expressed concern with being
included into the Beach Cities. This is one of the few misses of this final map under
consideration.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
exchange for these and similarly sized District 2 will greatly improve map F-4.

6.a.

6.a.

Sepi Shyne

Stacey
Armato

Other

Other

Thanks again for your hard work on this.
Good afternoon , commissioners. My name is Stacey Armato, Hermosa beach city
Councilmember. Thank you for your consideration and conversation around shifting
back the beach cities to district 4.
I wanted to really emphasize again that the beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, the Palos Verdes Peninsula, and Long Beach than
Downtown LA, especially as it relates to environmental concerns, health concerns,
affordable housing, and homelessness. We have studied the revised map F4 and, we
believe have a workable solution - and hope you consider shifting back Florence,
Lynwood and Walnut Park back to District 2, allowing for Hermosa, Manhattan
Beach and Redondo to stay in district 4. This is a simple adjustment that will
enhance the goal of matching common communities of interest and greatly
improves this map, as well as minimize changes from the current District lines.
Thank you.

6.a.

Steven Lehat

Other

Stacey Armato
Councilmember
City of Hermosa Beach
I favor map B-2 and oppose maps F-1 and G
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6.a.

Viki L
Copeland

Favor

6.a.

Wayne Craig

Oppose

6.a.

Zein Obagi Jr

Favor

Map b-2

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

We hope Hacienda Heights and Rowland Heights can continue to remain in District
4th, with Supervisor Janice Hahn.
Thank you very much for your time.

12/11/2021

n/a

-

12/12/2021

n/a

The current form of Map F4 is not acceptable. It breaks up the Beach Cities
(Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach) from matching common
communities of historical interest.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there
now) from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
We must retain Sup. Hahn so Redondo Beach can continue the biggest problem of
our time, mass homelessness, with strength, resources and dedication.
For that reason among others, we take the below positions:
Favor Map B-3
Select Option B-3, click Favor. Then write that Map B3 is the best choice for the
county as well as communities of interest in the South Bay and Beach Cities. The
South Bay has a harbor, beach, and other coastal issues that impact the area which
are reflected in map B3.
Oppose Map F-1
You can also Select Option F-1, Click Oppose. Then detail the reasons why
combining the San Fernando Valley with the South Bay makes no sense and will
undermine our representation in Los Angeles County. This map is the textbook
definition of Gerrymandering and must be rejected.
Oppose Map G
Almost as bad as Map F as it would combine the South Bay with Downtown LA.

6.a.

Zhipu Shih

Oppose

6.b.

BILL
WILLIAMS

Favor
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I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

6.b.

Jim Light

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

6.b.

John Mendoz

Favor

6.b.

John
Mendoza

Other

6.b.
6.b.

kathryn h
dunbabin
Kelly K
Herold

Oppose
Other

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Please put FAIRPLEX in 1 Supervisor District (1). Having two Supervisor District like
now undermine coherent plans. All L.A. County residents benefit from FAIRPLEX
events. County FAIR generates revenue for all cities and business in La Verne, San
Dimas, Pomona and Claremont with positive events. One Supervisor is better then
two for FAIRPLEX. Recently La Verne initiated a hub business venture in close
proximity to FAIRPLEX near La Vern college and down town with their Supervisor in
loop.
On Pomona side there was the RAVE Concert and recent CARVANA that
environment issues evolved. Having one Supervisor could help mitigation efforts. All
L.A. County benefit when the FAIRGROUNDS are running on all cylinders. For
progress in the region Craft FAIRPLEX in zzz 1st Supervisor District.
See comments in 6.a. Thank you..
Do not carve up Shadow Hills, LVT, La Tuna Canyon, etc. This is ridiculous. Go with
Map F-3.
As an elected board member of the Whittier Union High School District,
representing Whittier, Santa Fe Springs, and parts of Norwalk and Pico Rivera, I urge
you to keep these communities together. The only map that does this is Map F-3

6.b.

Leighton M
Anderson

Other

6.b.

Martha
Pettigrew

Other

Favor Map B-2. Oppose Maps F-1 and G

12/12/2021

n/a

6.b.

Pat Allinson

Other

See attached comments re changes needed to Map F4

12/11/2021

View
attachment
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6.b.

Steven Lehat
Kelly K
Herold

Other

6.c.

Nahal Sharifi

Oppose

6.c.

Pat Allinson

6.c.

Steven Lehat

OPTION
F-4

Abby
Watkins

6.c.

I favor map B-2 and oppose maps F-1 and G
Do not carve up Shadow Hills, LVT, La Tuna Canyon, etc. This is ridiculous. Go with
Map F-3.
It would then be simple change to move Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and
Manhattan Beach back into District 4 where they are currently.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Other

See attached comments re changes needed to Map F4

12/11/2021

Other

I favor map B-2 and oppose maps F-1 and G
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

12/12/2021

View
attachment
n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

B-2

12/11/2021

n/a

Map F-I & G

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Other

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Alan Israel

Favor

Alan Israel

Oppose

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Alex Starr

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4 and exchange for more traditional areas
closer to downtown for District 2. The beach cities have much more in common with
Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Likewise, the communities of District 2 have much more in common with the areas
closer to downtown than the beach cities. This is rather obvious and a simple
change that will greatly enhance the goal of matching common communities of
interest and greatly improve this map, as well as minimize changes from the current
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District lines.

OPTION
F-4

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

OPTION
F-4

Amy Josefek

Oppose

Ana Connell

Favor

Andrew
Garcia

Favor

Andrew
Lippa

Oppose

Unnecessary changes for both District 2 and District 4 can be eliminated with these
simple tweaks.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes:
Move the Beach Cities back into District 4. The Beach Cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of Downtown!
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Please ratify option F-4
What is this bizarre idea to add part of La Verne isn't SD 1? All because part of the
Fairplex is in La Verne? Don't split La Verne. Thank you.
Oppose the map as is unless you make the following changes.
Move the Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Ann
Gotthoffer

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Anneke Blair

Oppose

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I oppose this map unless you move the beach cities with Torrance & PV. Many of the
beach cities have borders with the beach cities & much more in common. Like
communities should be aligned & the beach cities belong in District 4.
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I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Ariel Watkins

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I cannot support Map Option F-4 unless all three of the Beach Cities that make up
the coastal portion of the South Bay are returned to where they have been for
decades -- District 4. This would place them in the same district as Torrance, Palos
Verdes Peninsula and the city of Long Beach, all of which have far more in common
with each other than with any part of downtown Los Angeles. It would also allow
them to pursue their shared interests and continue to benefit from their history of
cooperation on coastal issues and many other matters. Such a change could easily
be accomodated by returning Florence, Lynwood and the community of Walnut Park
to District 2, where they have been for at least the past 10 years.
Thank you for your consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Arlene
Pinzler

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Babette Wald

Oppose

Please move the South Bay cities back into district 4.

12/11/2021

n/a

Oppose

F-4 makes no sense. The Beach Cities belong with District Four, with our closest
neighbors with whom we share so many of our social, community, and political
issues.
We elected our Supervisor for good reasons. She has represented us superbly, like
no other Supervisor ever has. Our District Four communities are working well
together with Supervisor Hahn to reach common goals and on many important
projects. We are not willing to change our district at this time. She understands our
local situations and knows what we need to thrive.
We suggest the three Beach Cities stay in District Four, and the three Cities East Of
us stay in District Two, where they already have been. This makes your best choice,

12/11/2021

n/a

OPTION
F-4

Barbara J
Epstein
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without the chaos and disruption to projects and discussions already underway in
our present established districts.
OPTION
F-4

Betty Fekete

Oppose

-

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Option F-4 unacceptably splits the Beach Cities (Manhattan Beach, Hermosa Beach,
Redondo Beach) from their natural alignment with communities of interest such as
Torrance, the Palos Verdes Peninsula, Lomita and San Pedro. Torrance is the largest
metropolitan center in the region, and the bus service for downtown Hermosa
Beach and Redondo is provided by the Torrance bus lines.
OPTION
F-4

Bob Wolfe

Other

As but one small example, one of the leading candidates for mayor of the city of
Torrance (in District 4) comes from the presidency of a Jewish synagogue in the city
of Redondo Beach, which Option #F-4 would place in District 2.
Boundary adjustments should be made in the Option F-4 plan to place all of these
communities of interest in the same supervisorial district. I would note that all of
these communities are currently placed in the same political district for purposes of
Congress, Calif. State Senate and Calif. State Assembly.
Honorable Commissioners,

OPTION
F-4

Bryan Cook

Favor

OPTION
F-4

Carmen R
Leiva

Oppose

Map F-4 allowing the City of Temple City to remain in the 5th Supervisorial District
will provide both continuity and keep intact established stakeholder relationships
and collaborations amongst common and diverse communities of interest on issues
of City-wide and region-wide significance. We respectfully ask that you support and
move forward with Map F-4; thank you for your consideration.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Charles
Piccaro

Other

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
OPTION
F-4

Charlotte M
Brodie

Favor

Citizens Redistricting Commission
Many thanks for the Commission’s hard work getting us this far. I conditionally
approve of this new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are moved back to
District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2.

OPTION
F-4

Cheryl Ebert

Other

The Beach Cities have few common interests or concerns with District 2 - primarily a
South LA and downtown district. Likewise, District 2 residents have expressed
concern with being included into the Beach Cities, as they do not feel properly
aligned with the Beach Cities concerns. This is one of the few misses of this final
map under consideration.
In exchange for Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach being moved
back into District 4, one proposal that would balance the population shift and
reduce the deviation is to move Florence, Walnut Park and Lynwood back into
District 2. These areas are much better aligned with the downtown areas directly
adjacent than the rest of District 4.
Note: Not included in this shift is El Segundo as it is not part of the Beach Cities
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Health District or the Blue Zones initiative as was suggested by one of the
Commissioners, but merely shares one bus route with the rest of the beach cities.
Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
exchange for these or similarly sized Southeast LA areas being moved back into
District 2 will greatly improve map F-4.

OPTION
F-4

Christina
Andersen

Other

OPTION
F-4

Cindy J Donis

Other

OPTION
F-4

Claudia
Berman

Oppose

Thanks
I am in favor of this new map, F-4, if and only if Redondo Beach, Manhattan Beach,
and Hermosa Beach are moved back to District 4.
Thank you commissioners for your hard work in this process. My name is Cindy
Donis and I am a resident/stakeholder of Supervisorial District 1. I grew up in South
East LA and currently reside in South Gate. Thank you for moving forward with the F
series map, this map is closer to the representation of Los Angeles County. With
some modifications to this map and by working together we can accomplish a map
that serves Los Angeles County.
SELA community members have turned out consistently throughout this process and
have requested multiple times to be kept whole. A message the commission has
responded to and supported. Now in order to accommodate the Beach Cities, Map
108 and other commissioner comments are discussing breaking up SELA and moving
parts of it like Florence-Firestone and Walnut Park into SD2. Do not make this last
minute change after months of public testimony from SELA communities. Please
respect SELA and keep it whole.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Deanna
Whipp

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Devra Zandell

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Diane Lewis

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Dina Mills

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Elizabeth
Corman

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Eric Dunlap

Other

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Recommend the unincorporated community of Florence-Firestone (FlorenceGraham) remain in the Second District. Unincorporated communities should remain
in the same district where possible because they do not have mayors or city council
members and County departments provide municipal services.
Additionally, Florence-Firestone is a community of interest with South LA, and
communities west of the Alameda Corridor should remain together.

OPTION
F-4

Eric Geffner

Oppose

Bifurcate, sorry I was using voice dictation
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OPTION
F-4

Eric Geffner

Oppose

Just an absolute disaster please don't buy for Kate the county with this terrible map

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

View
attachment

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Ethie Wilson

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4

Eunice Song

Favor

We support map f-4 because it unifies Koreatown
I strongly support the F-4 map because of how it keeps regions like the SELAGateway Cities, South Bay/South-Central, San Gabriel Valley/Downtown LA, San
Fernando Valley/Westside, and the Foothills/Mountains/Desert mostly together into
their own united Supervisorial District.
But since this is the last meeting where changes to the Final map can be made (and
to help close the population deviation gaps), here are my recommendations for
tweaking Map F-4:

OPTION
F-4

Faraz Aqil

Favor

*Move Torrance to District 2: As a resident of the city of Downey, I’m strongly
against any attempts to “breakup” an “unspecified” amount of cities from the SELAGateway Cities (District 4). If District 2 needs a city from District 4 for more
population, please move the city Torrance to District 2! That way, you keep the
Beach Cities together (Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach, & Manhattan Beach) for
South Bay region representation, while giving a population boast to District 2. Do
not split our SELA-Gateway Cities community of interest! Use Torrance to help
populate District 2 and please leave the SELA-Gateway Cities like Huntington Park
alone!
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*Move Ballona Wet Lands area into District 2: Instead of splitting Westchester (LA)
like the current F-4 Map does, please consider moving: Playa Del Ray (LA), Marina
Peninsula (LA), Marina Del Ray (unincorporated), and all of Westchester (LA) into
the 2nd District. That way, the Wet Lands can stay protected whole, while also
keeping the Westchester (LA) neighborhood together.
*Azusa: I think Azusa should stay in District 5 so that it can be with the other Foothill
Comminutes along the 210 FWY (and to prevent Glendora, San Dimas, La Verne, and
Claremont from being cut off). Also a main concern is if a population of almost
55,000 people is removed from District 5, District 5 will need more people
elsewhere or else the population standard deviation will be in violation. District 5
should avoid going any deeper into San Gabriel Valley and San Fernando Valley
whenever possible.
*Make all of West Hills (LA) whole: In the interest of keeping as much of the San
Fernando Valley whole, I’m asking the Commissioners to keep all of West Hills (LA)
in District 3. That also means that Lake Manor (unincorporated) and West
Chatsworth (unincorporated) need to be moved into District 3 as well.
*Moving Koreatown (LA), Little Bangladesh (LA) & Wilshire Center (LA) to District 1:
Keeping Koreatown (LA) together with other Asian communities has been a constant
community of interest I’ve been hearing about (examples: China Town (LA), Little
Tokyo (LA) and Thai Town (LA), which are all already in District 1). And to make the
area more compacted, I also want Commissioners to move Little Bangladesh (LA) &
Wilshire Center (LA) to District 1 too.
*After all the above changes were made, I noticed that District 4 needed more
population (and District 1 had too much population). So in the interest of increasing
the population, I recommend adding Pico Rivera back into District 4. Pico Rivera
does have close ties with San Gabriel Valley/East LA, but it’s technically a Gateway
City. But please only make this change if District 4 needs more population.
*And lastly, I noticed District 5 needed more population. So I recommend adding all
of Sun Valley (LA) into District 5. This choice was made because of previous
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comments wanting the areas of Shadow Hills (LA), Stone Hurst, and La Tuna Canyon
together. Sun Valley (LA) already includes Stone Hurst & La Tuna Canyon. Also if
District 5 still needs more population, then you can add Covina into District 5 (since
it’s the least disruptive change to the Foothills and the city’s current Supervisorial
District is also District 5). But please only make this change if District 5 needs more
population.
I’ve created an attachment if you want to visually see how the map and areas look
after these changes happen.
Again, please to do not remove any of the SELA-Gateway Cities from District 4, Map
F-4! Thank you very much for your time.
OPTION
F-4

Frank Harris

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

G P Suddeth

Other

OPTION
F-4

Gemma Steib

Oppose

ONLY WANT F-1 proposal. All others are unfair.
In my view, map F-4 has useable aspects, but goes astray when it proposes to move
Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park from their current placement (in District 2) into
District 4. Likewise, the proposal to move the beach Cities out of District 4, which is
proposed as a result of the plans to move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park into
District 4, would be a disservice to all residents of both areas who would, in the
future, be deprived the good representation on the Board of Supervisors they
currently enjoy.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
OPTION
F-4

Gordon Nash

Oppose
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
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Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I have to object to the change which has all of La Verne south of Bonita Avenue,
including the University of La Verne, Old Town La Verne, Damien High School, and
Brackett Field into SD 5 - something ***NO*** individual in the City of La Verne
asked for. Please check the notes - every city is being kept whole except the City of
Los Angeles (and Whittier's discontinuous segment), and this was a consistent
request for both the commission and the community.

OPTION
F-4

Henry Fung

Other

The intent of the commission was to move just the portion of the Fairplex into La
Verne. While I understand the motivation, I don't really think it is necessary. La
Verne and Pomona have been separated into different districts since 1991 and it has
not caused any issues in coordination. Generally the Pomona supervisor claims the
Fairplex.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

It seems that one person's grudge against the Fairplex and concerns with
internecine feuding between the Pomona city councilmember representing the
area, the Congresswoman who is the councilmember's mother and a former mayor
of Pomona, the current Pomona county supervisor, and the current mayor of
Pomona are coloring the commission's judgment.
***IF*** the change is made (and I argue it should not be) the change needs to be
very surgical and include only the Fairplex. It should not include 5,000+ people out
of the 32,000 residents of the City of La Verne who did not ask for, nor were
consulted about this change. Thank you.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
OPTION
F-4

Hiromi
Nishimura

Oppose
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
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Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Ina Barish

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Ireh Yoon

Favor

OPTION
F-4

Jack L Epstein

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

James
Crawford

Oppose

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
My 1st ask is to return to map B2. In the alternative, amend F-4 so that District 2
takes Washington Blvd all the way to the ocean. In this way, the Ballona watershed
is not split between 2 districts. It is important to keep all of these sensitive
environmental areas together.
I support approval of map F-4.
Thank you for your continuous effort to heed our community’s voice. Please keep
Koreatown whole.
The people of Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach, and Manhattan Beach have a very
close working relationship with their neighbors in Torrance, Palos Verdes, and San
Pedro, and Supervisor Hahn in District Four. It would be very disruptive, destructive,
and counterproductive to tear these communities apart. Our city leaders have been
working together as a cohesive District with our Supervisor, and know the
unnecessary and drastic change in Option F-4 would wreak havoc on all concerned.
We oppose Option F-4, unless the Beach Cities stay in District Four.
Draft Map F4 has serious problems and disenfranchises the Beach Cities for no
logical reason. It separates communities of interest and rolls them into a different
district with little common local concerns. I am at a loss to understand why this was
done by the commission.
From the written public comments submitted by another individual (Mr Henry Fung)
it appears there may be other motives behind this blatant change.
This following paragraph was noted in Mr. Fung’s comments and would undoubtably
be considered Unconstitutional.
“Secondly, the Beach Cities are an area of high affluence and socioeconomic status.
Collectively, they will help balance out SD 2. Adding more affluent people to SD 4
will further dilute the influence of the Latinos in SD 4. Already SD 4 is falling below
the 50% majority threshold for CVAP, although your attorney has stated that should
not be a criteria. Making these changes would drop Latino CVAP from 49.25% to
46.37% (although it increases Black CVAP in SD 2 to 30.90% due to a relatively large
Black population in Harbor City and Lomita)”
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12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

OPTION
James Phillips
F-4

Other

OPTION
F-4

James S Rice

Other

OPTION
F-4

Janet Murry

Oppose

Please Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more
in common with Torrance, PV Peninsula, San Pedro and Long Beach than parts of
downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the major problems with Map F-4.
I conditionally approve of this new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are
moved back to District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2.
After watching your meeting yesterday and hearing interest from the Commission in
shifting the Beach Cities back to District 4 from District 2: I suggest the following
solution: shift of the cities of Florence, Walnut Park, and Lynwood back into District
2 from District 4. This proposed revision balances the population, reduces the
number of shifts from current districts, continues alliances with communities of
common interest, and preserves important historical relationships for all of these
cities. Redondo, Hermosa, and Manhattan Beach have more in common with
Torrance and the PV Peninsula than with Downtown LA. Please consider adopting
this important change to F4 today.
Oppose all options but B-2. Thank you

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Janice
Nayebdadash

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Jennifer
Ramos

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Other
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
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common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Jerome
Chang

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Oppose

12/11/2021

n/a

-

12/12/2021

n/a

Please adopt map F-4 map and ratify it.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Jesse Murphy

Oppose

Jill Mather

Favor

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes:
OPTION
F-4

Jim Light

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Jim Wilson

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

John Cox

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

OPTION
F-4

OPTION
F-4

John Luker
John
Mendoza
John
Mendoza

Favor
Other
Other

Jon McElvain

Oppose

Jose Bacallao

Oppose

Good job of crafting in Parcels and census tracks located into Supervisor District 1
too Jump start the economic region in eastern tip of Los Angeles County.
Put FAIRPLEX economic Engine in Supervisor District 1 it will benefit ALL L.A. County
with TRANSPARENCY and economic united action too benefit Region.
This doesn't make sense to separate Redondo/Hermosa/Manhattan from Torrance
and the PV communities. Please stop this nonsense.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Hello and thank you for reading my comments:
I would only approve Map F3 with the following changes...

Julie Rose

Oppose
Please move the beach cities back into District 4 and exchange for more traditional
areas closer to downtown for District 2. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
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Likewise, the communities of District 2 have much more in common with the areas
closer to downtown than the beach cities. This is rather obvious and a simple
change that will greatly enhance the goal of matching common communities of
interest and greatly improve this map, as well as minimize changes from the current
District lines.
Unnecessary changes for both District 2 and District 4 can be eliminated with these
simple tweaks.
Thank you for your time.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
OPTION
F-4

Julie S Ogan

Other

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Justin Nash

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Karen Klink

Oppose

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Click Oppose Map F4
In the comments note:
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
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OPTION
F-4

OPTION
F-4

Katherine R
Gould

Katrina
Bacallao

Other

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I am in favor of a variation of this map, F-4, but only if the Beach Cities are moved
back to District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2. The
Beach Cities have minimal interests or concerns in common with District 2 - which is
primarily a South LA and downtown district. I understand that District 2 residents
have also expressed concern with being included into the Beach Cities, as they do
not feel their interests align with the Beach Cities concerns. These concerns could
be addressed by moving Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach
back into District 4, and perhaps moving Florence, Walnut Park and Lynwood back
into District 2 to address the population balancing issues. These areas are much
better aligned with the downtown areas directly adjacent to them and have more in
common with the downtown areas than with the rest of District 4.
Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
exchange for these or similarly sized Southeast LA areas being moved back into
District 2 will greatly improve map F-4 for all residents.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Oppose
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Kelly Castro

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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OPTION
F-4

Kelly K
Herold

OPTION
F-4

Leighton M
Anderson

Other

Other

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Do not carve up Shadow Hills, LVT, La Tuna Canyon, etc. This is ridiculous. Go with
Map F-3.
As an elected board member of the Whittier Union High School District,
representing Whittier, Santa Fe Springs, and parts of Norwalk and Pico Rivera, I urge
you to keep these communities together. The only map that does this is Map F-3
The Gateway cities should all be kept together. School districts in all these cities
work together with cities and local organizations on regional projects to address
homelessness and supporting each other in serving our mutual constituents. We
have benefitted from common representation.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

I request the Commission reject map B-4 and approve map F-3
As it currently stands, NO, I oppose this proposed solution. You are STILL
disenfranchising too many voters with this proposal, stripping us of a Supervisor we
elected, lumping us into an area of LA County with almost NO similarities. The
Beach Cities of the South Bay have unique complexities that would not be served by
a new representative, bringing much to a grinding halt.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
OPTION
F-4

Lezlie
Campeggi

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration. This makes far more sense
logistically, geographically, and based on commonality of issues.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4. You have it
within your power to make this correction that also serves to impact the LEAST
AMOUNT of who we ALL voted for, regardless of District!
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I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
OPTION
F-4

Linda Marr

Oppose

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
PLEASE listen to the people you represent. We do not want to be lumped into
communities we where we have little if nothing in common.

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
OPTION
F-4

Lindsay
Steiman

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

Lisa Falk

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Lisa Nelson

Oppose

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes:
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Oppose F-4. Redondo Beach is coastal and needs to be included with other south
bay and long beach cities. The 60,000 redondo residents need to be moved back
into D4 with the other D4 cities. No further action is required, the balance of
population close enough still after redondo is moved.
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Current map is unacceptable. I would only approve Map F4 with the following
changes.

OPTION
F-4

Lisa
Youngworth

Oppose

Move the Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Lois Pavlica

Oppose
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4

Lynda
Wyckoff

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Marcia
Hanscom

Oppose

Will only approve map F4 if the beach cities are back into district 4 aligned with
torrents TV peninsula and Long Beach not downtown Los Angeles. The beach
communities have more in common and have nothing in common with Los Angeles
downtown
I favor the Commission going BACK to B-2 - which would keep all of the marinas
together in the County - Long Beach, Wilmington, San Pedro, Redondo Beach and
Marina del Rey. These are important communities of interest. If this can not be
done - which is by far preferable to many reasons - then at least take F-4 and
continue the line on Washington Blvd. all the way to the ocean so that the lower
Ballona watershed - Marina del Rey and all of the Ballona Wetlands and natural
lagoons on the coast remain in the SAME DISTRICT - i.e., District 2. Currently, F-4
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OPTION
F-4

Marcie
Guillermo

Oppose

shows some of Del Rey and Ballona Creek in District 2, but other important related
areas in District 3. They all need to be in District 2 - PLEASE.
Will approve map F-4 with changes. I echo Redondo Beach’s Mayor Bill Brand with
his recommendation to MOVE the Beach Cities BACK to District 4 (four) and to
MOVE the cities of Florence, Walnut Park, and Lynwood BACK to District 2 (two).
The Beach Cities have few common interests or concerns with District 2 (two).
Furthermore, District 2 residents have expressed concerns with being included into
the Beach Cities. The cities of Florence, Walnut Park, and Lynwood are better
ALIGNED with the downtown areas directly adjacent than the rest of District 4. In
addition, the proposed exchange would balance the population shift and reduce the
deviation and will be in agreement with the criteria established by the Commission
(criteria when drawing district lines).
Adopting the proposed change WILL SHOW the Commission is respecting the
CULTURE and DESIRE of the VOTERS of the cities being affected. And it is for
EVERYONE’s benefit, and will AVOID any unintended gerrymandering practice.
Many thanks for your work, listening to the residents and skipping the special
interests’ comments.
May your better angels be with you when casting your votes. If more time is
needed, do ask.
THANKS AGAIN!!
As noted below, I conditionally approve the new map F-4 based on the Beach Cities
being moved back to district 4 and Janice Hahn remaining as our representative.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Citizens Redistricting Commission

OPTION
F-4

Margaret
Gilmore

Favor

Many thanks for the Commission’s hard work getting us this far. I conditionally
approve of this new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are moved back to
District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2.
The Beach Cities have few common interests or concerns with District 2 - primarily a
South LA and downtown district. Likewise, District 2 residents have expressed
concern with being included into the Beach Cities, as they do not feel properly
aligned with the Beach Cities concerns. This is one of the few misses of this final
map under consideration.
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In exchange for Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach being moved
back into District 4, one proposal that would balance the population shift and
reduce the deviation is to move Florence, Walnut Park and Lynwood back into
District 2. These areas are much better aligned with the downtown areas directly
adjacent than the rest of District 4.
Note: Not included in this shift is El Segundo as it is not part of the Beach Cities
Health District or the Blue Zones initiative as was suggested by one of the
Commissioners, but merely shares one bus route with the rest of the beach cities.
Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
exchange for these or similarly sized Southeast LA areas being moved back into
District 2 will greatly improve map F-4.
Thanks again,
Margaret
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
OPTION
F-4

OPTION
F-4

Margaret
Wirth

Marie Rice

Other

Other

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Thank you, Commissioners for your dedication, hard work, and open minds during
this process. Your conversation yesterday included an opportunity today to make
final adjustments to option F4, and I ask that you consider shifting the Beach Cities
back to District 4. The Beach Cities have a long history of common concerns and
collaboration regarding big issues like health, homelessness, the environment, and
affordable housing with Torrance, the Palos Verdes Peninsula, and Long Beach. We
propose to balance this shift of population by moving the cities of Florence,
Lynwood, and Walnut Park back into District 2. This combination of shifts serves
several benefits for all 6 cities, including keeping majority of the SELA Gateway cities
together as they have been historically linked, keeping the South Bay cities together
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12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

with communities of common interest, as well as minimizing the changes from the
Districts that they have been in. I appreciate your consideration of this shift and
respectfully ask for your support to adopt this change to F4 today.
Best regards,
Marie Rice/Chair, Hermosa Beach Planning Commission
OPTION
F-4

Marjorie
Kakara

Oppose

-

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Favor Map B-2. Oppose Maps F-1 and G

12/12/2021

n/a

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Mark Nelson

Oppose
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Martha
Pettigrew

Other

Martie Zoor

Oppose

-

12/11/2021

n/a

Martie Zoor

Oppose

-

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

OPTION
F-4

Martin Falk

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Mary Ann
Mattiello

Oppose

Mary P Ziello

Other

Mayor Bill
Brand

Favor

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Please return to B2 map that would keep Janice Hahn as our representative! I live in
MDR and believe she has Represented us according to what is best for our coastal
environment!
Please include the Beach Cities in the option F-4. It’s the only option that makes
sense.
Many thanks for the Commission’s hard work getting us this far. I conditionally
approve of this new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are moved back to
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District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2.
The Beach Cities have few common interests or concerns with District 2 - primarily a
South LA and downtown district. Likewise, District 2 residents have expressed
concern with being included into the Beach Cities, as they do not feel properly
aligned with the Beach Cities concerns. This is one of the few misses of this final
map under consideration.
In exchange for Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach being moved
back into District 4, one proposal that would balance the population shift and
reduce the deviation is to move Florence, Walnut Park and Lynwood back into
District 2. These areas are much better aligned with the downtown areas directly
adjacent than the rest of District 4.
Note: Not included in this shift is El Segundo as it is not part of the Beach Cities
Health District or the Blue Zones initiative as was suggested by one of the
Commissioners, but merely shares one bus route with the rest of the beach cities.
Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
exchange for these or similarly sized Southeast LA areas being moved back into
District 2 will greatly improve map F-4.
Thanks again!
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Melissa
Cohen

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
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12/11/2021

n/a

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Michael J
Fekete
Michael J
Fekete

Oppose
Favor

-

12/12/2021

n/a

Listen to what the people want!

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

I would only approve Map F3 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4 and exchange for more traditional areas
closer to downtown for District 2. The beach cities have much more in common with
Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
OPTION
F-4

Michael
Martin

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Michelle
Lane

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Miriam
Kaufman

Oppose

Likewise, the communities of District 2 have much more in common with the areas
closer to downtown than the beach cities. This is rather obvious and a simple
change that will greatly enhance the goal of matching common communities of
interest and greatly improve this map, as well as minimize changes from the current
District lines.
Unnecessary changes for both District 2 and District 4 can be eliminated with these
simple tweaks.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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OPTION
F-4

Molly Jolls

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Nicolas Lippa

Oppose

OPTION
F-4

Pamela Chin

Favor

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Pamela
Combar

Oppose

Pat Allinson

Favor

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Keep the South Bay beach cities in district 4 where they align with Torrance and PV
over other parts of LA
Oppose Map as currently configured. Please make the following changes. Move the
Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in common with
Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown. Move Lynwood,
Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now) from the
proposed District 4 map under consideration.
Map B-2: Favor
Map F-1 and Map G: Opposed to both
Your site is very constituent unfriendly.
Please move the beach cities back to D2 and move Lynwood,Florence,and Walnut
Park back to D4.
See attached comments re changes needed to Map F4

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

View
attachment

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Thanks so much for your consideration.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
OPTION
F-4

Ray Jackson

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4. Thank You.
I oppose the proposed changes to district map F4. They appear problematic and not
in line with the needs and desires of constituents in the effected areas.
Rick Ciampa

Oppose
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
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Please move, Manhattan Beach, Hermosa Beach, and Redondo Beach back into
District 4. The beach cities have much more in common with Torrance, PV Peninsula
and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
And please move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are
there now) from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Robert
Gaddis

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Oppose

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

OPTION
F-4

ROBERT L
PINZLER

Other

OPTION
F-4

Ron Blackie

Oppose

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Move Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach back into District 4
where they are currently. That would necessitate moving about 122,000 people
from District 4 to District 2. To do that, move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park
back into District 2, where they are there now. Thus, all those communities will
retain their local relationships.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
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I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Rosanna
Savone

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Oppose

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Scott Golper

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Sharon
Watkins

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
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This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Sheri
Espinosa

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Other

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Sheryl Brog

Oppose
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Sheryl Harris

Oppose

Only in Favor of F-1 proposal

12/12/2021

n/a

Sonja
Francine Diaz

Oppose

-

12/12/2021

n/a

OPTION
F-4

Stacey Smizik

Oppose

Please keep Janice Hahn in Marina Del Rey.
She is so important to our community. She has helped us & losing her would mean
losing our beautiful community.

12/12/2021

n/a

OPTION
F-4

Steven Lehat

Other

I favor map B-2 and oppose maps F-1 and G

12/12/2021

n/a
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OPTION
F-4

Susan Wong

Favor

I am in favor of this map because it keeps the agrarian and horse-keeping zoned
neighborhoods of Shadow Hills, Lake View Terrace, Sylmar, and La Tuna Canyon
together in District 5. All three rural communities have an equestrian heritage and
agrarian lifestyles. All 3 communities are located in Mountain Fire districts and high
fire zones. Over the years, these three communities have developed fire protection
and evacuation plans which have helped save human and animal lives and
properties during our various wildfires (ie. La Tuna Canyon and Creek fires). During
major floods of the Big Tujunga Wash Lake View Terrace and Shadow Hills have
worked together to provide shelter to flood victims and protect neighborhoods from
flooding. They also work together to protect and clean up the Big Tujunga Wash.
There is a historical cooperation between these three communities due to their
common interests and goals. If they were to be separated into different
communities, their unified voice and actions would be muted. THANK YOU!!!!
I conditionally approve of this new map, F-4, if and only if the Beach Cities are
moved back to District 4, and areas in Southeast LA are moved back into District 2.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

The Beach Cities have few common interests or concerns with District 2 - primarily a
South LA and downtown district. Likewise, District 2 residents have expressed
concern with being included into the Beach Cities, as they do not feel properly
aligned with the Beach Cities concerns. This is one of the few misses of this final
map under consideration.
OPTION
F-4

Teri Green

Other

In exchange for Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach being moved
back into District 4, one proposal that would balance the population shift and
reduce the deviation is to move Florence, Walnut Park and Lynwood back into
District 2. These areas are much better aligned with the downtown areas directly
adjacent than the rest of District 4.
Note: Not included in this shift is El Segundo as it is not part of the Beach Cities
Health District or the Blue Zones initiative as was suggested by one of the
Commissioners, but merely shares one bus route with the rest of the beach cities.
Moving the Beach Cities of Redondo, Hermosa and Manhattan back into District 4 in
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OPTION
F-4

Therese Li

Other

OPTION
F-4

Tim M
Murphy

Favor

OPTION
F-4

Todd R
Loewenstein

Oppose

exchange for these or similarly sized Southeast LA areas being moved back into
District 2 will greatly improve map F-4.
Sorry can't attend mtg. I want to vote for OP93 drawn by Commissioner Holtzman.
thank you
please adopt F-4 Burbank, Glendale and Pasadena belong together and share an
airport, police fire and water and power services. We have a large Armenian
population that we share as well. We also like Kahryn Barger and hope to stay with
here in district 5. Thanks for your time! Murf
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Tom
Nishimura

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.

OPTION
F-4
OPTION
F-4

Tracey
Schwartz
Tracey
Schwartz

Oppose

It makes zero sense keep Hermosa where it is

12/11/2021

n/a

Oppose

Please see important information (below and via link) from today’s redistricting
meeting- there’s another meeting tomorrow at 3pm. We need as many people as

12/11/2021

n/a
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possible to call (preferred) and write in to ensure we can stay in District 4
(Supervisor Hahn):
At the Redistricting meeting today, the commission is open to the idea but can’t
seem to come up with how to make the change. We need to move about 122,000
people from District 4 to District 2 so we need to tell them how to do it.
The solution: Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they
are there now) from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
It would then be simple change to move Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and
Manhattan Beach back into District 4 where they are currently.
Send a written Public Comment NOW before the meeting by following these steps.
Use this link to make comments for tomorrow’s meeting 12-12-21 ASAP before it
starts at 3pm.
:
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
OPTION
F-4

Traci
Horowitz

Oppose

12/11/2021
Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
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n/a

common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I believe keeping Hermosa Beach, and the other beach cities together, with cities of
similar interests makes sense and is in the best interest of the residents.
Thank you for your consideration and common sense.
Traci Horowitz
Move the Beach Cities back into District 4 and exchange for more traditional areas
closer to downtown for District 2. The Beach Cities have much more in common
with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of Downtown.
OPTION
F-4

Virginia Lee

Oppose

Likewise, the communities of District 2 have much more in common with the areas
closer to Downtown than the Beach Cities. This is rather obvious and a simple
change that will greatly enhance the goal of matching common communities of
interest and greatly improve this map, as well as minimize changes from the current
District lines.

12/12/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

View
attachment

Unnecessary changes for both District 2 and District 4 can be eliminated with these
simple tweaks."
The current form of Map F4 is not acceptable. It breaks up the Beach Cities
(Redondo Beach, Hermosa Beach and Manhattan Beach) from matching common
communities of historical interest.
OPTION
F-4

Wayne Craig

Oppose

I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.
Move the Beach Cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
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Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Wesley Nash

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.

12/11/2021

n/a

12/11/2021

n/a

12/10/2021

View
attachment

Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.
This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
I would only approve Map F4 with the following changes.

OPTION
F-4

Zabrina Nash

Oppose

Move the beach cities back into District 4. The beach cities have much more in
common with Torrance, PV Peninsula and Long Beach than parts of downtown.
Move Lynwood, Florence, and Walnut Park back into District 2 (they are there now)
from the proposed District 4 map under consideration.

-

Chris Rowe

-

This simple change will correct the current problems with Map F-4.
Dear Commissioners,
I was up all night writing my letter to you. I just reviewed it, and I was unable to
retrieve the word file.
There is an error where I said Council District three that was meant to say
Supervisorial District 3. This is
towards the bottom where I referencing working with them on archeological sites in
the unincorporated areas of what is currently Supervisorial District 3.
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Respectfully submitted,
Christine L. Rowe
I put this in the Q&A box but wanted to send this email as well.
LA County DPW has maps of the watersheds and it shows some ambiguity
in the area that you are looking at.
http://www.ladpw.org/wmd/watershed/bc/
http://www.ladpw.org/wmd/watershed/smb/
-

Grace Peng

-

Can you show the commissioners the pdf maps?
http://www.ladpw.org/wmd/watershed/bc/docs/BallonaCreeketc_wtrshed.pdf
http://www.ladpw.org/wmd/watershed/smb/docs/All%20SMB%20BAY_COMBO.pdf
I live near the boundary of the SMB and Dominguez watersheds and where rain
drains is related to both topography and who operates the particular storm drain
(because some of them are pumped uphill).
Grace
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12/20/2021

n/a

